
 

Summer Reading Assignment 

Grade 8 APEX 

 
 

Dear Grade 8 APEX Students, 
 
In addition to reading The Outsiders, by S.E. Hinton, you will choose a second 
novel.  Your choice is either The Wave by Todd Strasser or And Then There Were 
None by Agatha Christie.   Your assignment is outlined below.   Questions should be 
answered in complete sentences, correctly punctuated, and neat in appearance.    
Be sure to do your own work and think critically about each section.   Plagiarized 
work with receive a zero.  This assignment will be collected on Tuesday, 
September 12th.  All work must be submitted ON TIME in order to receive credit. 
 

Part I. 

The Wave should be considered in the following sections:   

 Chapters 1-4      Chapters 5-8    Chapters 9-12   Chapters 13-17 

And Then There Were None should be considered in the following sections: 

          Chapters 1-4      Chapters 5-8    Chapters 9-12    Chapters 13-Epilogue 

 WHILE READING the novel, pause after each section, REFLECT on what you have 
read, and write the following for each section: 

 a question beginning with “Why”      
 a question beginning with “How”        You are not required to answer these questions. 

 a question beginning with “What”  
 a statement beginning with “I predict,” followed with an explanation.  (For 

the last section, you may predict what you think would happen in the sequel 
to this novel.) 

YOU SHOULD HAVE A TOTAL OF FOUR SECTIONS. 

 



Part II. 

AFTER READING the novel, complete the following tasks: 

1. Write a paragraph describing the setting and its impact on the plot of the 

story. 
 
 

2. Select five quotations from the novel that you feel are important.  Write a 

few sentences explaining the importance of each quotation you use and why 

you chose it.  Explain what it reveals about one of the characters.  

Include the page number in parentheses. 

 

3. Choose a theme of the novel.  Write an 8-12 sentence paragraph explaining 

your reactions to the author’s message or theme of the story.   Be sure to 

use two details from the novel in your analysis. 

 

Part III. 

Create a cover that has a colorful representation of the novel.  You can draw this 
or use computer images.   

Be sure the title and author’s name, your name, and your teacher’s name are 
on the cover.  

 


